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A Thesis Project requires a great deal of time and 
energy on the part of the Master's candidate. However, the 
demands of this project were lightened by the unrelenting 
work of another. To this person I dedicate the ideas, time 
and energy that went into this project. This would only be 
proper, since her efforts and ideas are reflected on each 
page of this project. 
Thank you Lynne. 
Introduction 
In times of great economic uncertainty, the ability of 
municipalities to meet the ever increasing demands of its 
residents has become one of the major concerns of local gov-
ernment. Local government hears the demands for more and 
better schools, better police and fire protection, have bet-
ter local services, yet have to face a great reluctance 
from residents to pay a higher tax for these improvements. 
Municipalities are addressing this dilemma by suggesting 
ways to limit or slow the growth of their residential sector. 
This study suggests a method in which the average plan-
ning department can evaluate selected basic indicators of 
growth in their own municipality by using a multiple regres-
sion technique. Utilizing the regression equation, the plan-
ner can then infer the outcomes of different limited or non-
growth strategies. 
Information that is most readily available to planning 
departments was identified and used. The regression equa-
tion calculations were performed on a widely available com-
puter statistical package called Statistical Package For The 
Social Sciences (SPSS). This package is available at most 
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computer installations (i.e. state computer installations, 
Universities, Colleges, and computer vendors). The purpose 
was to show that the methods described in this study are 
readily available to planners. 
This document is in two parts. The first is the "Model 
Design" section. This section discusses the purpose of the 
model, the actual theories and techniques used and data 
availability. In general, it describes the work necessary 
to formulate a model. 
The second section is the "User's Manual." This re-
views the assumptions, applications and limitations of the 
model. Then a step by step list of instructions on how to 
set up, run, and analyze the model is provided. The last 
part presents a way of using the results of the model. 
CHAPTER I 
Existing Growth Models: A Review of the Literature 
Most people realize that when a town or city grows, 
the local government must provide additional services to 
those new residents. The question which arises is that of 
the cost to the local government and the ability to pay the 
increased costs from future tax revenues. The response to 
this question was attempted by Walter Isard in his book 
Municipal Costs and Revenues Resulting From Community 
Growth1 • In Isard's book he tabulates all municipal expen-
ses and revenues for the major local government functions. 
By comparing the costs to the revenues he determined if the 
municipality should go through with the project. 
Today, this procedure is not possible with the dynamic 
state of economic and political affairs. Isard's figures 
applied well in the late 1950's and early 1960's because 
growth was at a regular and predictable rate as was the 
economy. 
Today people are very mobile, they tend to move when 
there are better living conditions and/or better employ-
ment opportunities. Currently, there are numerous residen-
4 
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tial location models that try to predict where residential 
communities will locate. 
One such model is discussed by Benjamin Zycher in ~­
icipal Service Pricing: Impact on the Growth of Residential 
Development2 • Zycher discusses the impacts on re~idential 
locations when municipal service prices change. His focus 
is from the developers point of view, therefore he tries to 
determine where the developer will most likely build resi-
dential developments with the minimum expense (minimum mun-
icipal service charge) • 
.Another model is A Model of Residential Values3 by 
E. F. Brigham. This model determines the value of residen-
tial land as determined by the distance away from the Cen-
tral Business District (CBD). It assumes that land located 
closer to the CBD is more valuable. 
Stanislaw Czamanski takes a different approach to ur-
ban growth. He developed a model that calculates the poten-
tial for economic growth4. By knowing what economic poten-
tial an' area has and assuming that residential communities 
will locate near economic centers (employment centers) then 
one can predict where, and to what extent residential growth 
will take place. 
These depict the types of models that are currently 
available which deal with residential growth. These models 
either predict where residential communities will locate or 
to what degree the residential growth will be. 
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"The subject matter of the nongrowth issue is 
rather poorly defined and largely unexplored in any 
comprehensive manner. Much more systematic field 
work is needed at the local level to build upon the 
emergence of nongrowth sentiment. 11 5 
These words of Earl Finkler in 1974 are still true. The 
issue of slowing or stopping growth has not been studied 
sufficiently to permit local governments to make rational 
decisions on this matter. 
The only me.thod that is currently available which ad-
dresses the nongrowth issue is the Fiscal Impact Analysis. 
"Fiscal impact analysis is a projection of the 
direct, current, public costs and revenues associ-
ated with residential or nonresidential growth to 
the local juri~diction(s) in which the growth is 
taking place. "6 
This is very similar to the system set up by Isard in 1957. 
The major differences are the step by step procedures which 
are explained and quantified, and the information which is 
more complete and up-to-date. 
The procedure that is followed in addressing nongrowth 
issues first determines the fiscal impact of continued 
growth. Then a second analysis of nongrowth is made, finally 
a comparison of the two analyses is made. 
A good example of this comparison method was done by 
Gruen Gruen & Associates in 1972.7 The study area was 
Santa Clara County, California. The study is very detailed 
and comprehensive, it evaluated everything from public 
school enrollment to the revenues generated through the 
county water supply. 
The major problem with the Gruen Gruen study that most 
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planners would have with this method is one of the study's 
best assests, it's comprehensiveness. The average planning 
department does not have the personnel or the budget to eval-
uate growth versus nongrowth on such a detailed scale as 
done by Gruen Gruen & Associates. 
In addition to the above limitations, additional prob-
lems have surfaced in recent literature. Richard B. Stern 
of Barton-Ashman Associates points out that "danger lurks in 
the underlying assumptions [ or impact analysi~. Not all 
pitfalls ~e describes eight pitfall§] lie in wait for every 
fiscal impact analyst, but most analysts will encounter at 
8 least one." These pitfalls cover areas of overestimation 
of figures, not knowing when to use other approaches, and 
insufficient amount of time devoted to the presentation of 
the conclusions. 
This review of the literature about growth models in-
dicates most small and mid-size planning departments have 
little professional support to draw upon when it is faced 
with decisions concerning growth and nongrowth. This study 
will explore and test a method of analyzing growth indicators 
as a suggested way to assist planning departments in evalu-
ating the effects of nongrowth strategies. 
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CHAPTER II 
Model Design 
Introduction 
The method of model design utilized in this study was 
based upon the work of A. G. Wilson. 1 Wilson set up nine 
rules for model design. These rules are stated in question 
form (see table II-1). One can design an appropriate model 
by answering these questions. 
Purpose 
To construct a method that the small to middle size 
planning department can use to evaluate the implementation 
of nongrowth (or limited growth) strategies. 
The major constraints of a planning department are time 
and money. Therefore, the evaluation method must not re-
quire the purchase of sophisticated equipment or the special 
talents that only a few large planning departments have, 
such as a computer programmer. It cannot require large 
commitments by the staff, or the expenses of hiring a con-
sultant to set up the system. Instead, the model must be 
10 
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understandable to a person who has a reasonable higher ed-
ucation (Bachelor's degree is a minimum). 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
TABLE II-1 
RULES FOR MODEL DESIGN 
What is the purpose behind the particular 
model building exercise? 
What should be represented as quantifiable 
variables within the model? 
Which of these variables are under the con-
1£21 of the planner? 
How aggregated a view can be taken? 
How should the concept of ~ be treated? 
What theories are we trying to represent in 
the model? 
What technigues are available for building 
the model? 
What relevant ~ are available? 
What methods can be used for the calibration 
and testing of the model? 
SOURCE: A. G. Wilson, Urban and Reaional 
Models in Geography and Planning, John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd . , Bristol, England, 1974, pg. 31. 
NOTE: The keywords in each rule are un-
derlined by the author. 
The method developed for this project requires a plan-
ner with the knowledge of basic statistics, the ability to 
follow very rigid procedures listed in this report along 
with understanding the regression section in the Statistical 
Package For The Social Sciences (SPSS) manual. 2 The time 
requirement necessary to set up this model is as follows: 
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TABLE II-2 
TIME REQUIREMENTS TO IMPLEMENT NONGROWTH ANALYSIS MODEL 
Activity 
Comprehension of model 
and techniques 
Data selection 
Data collection 
Prepare data for 
input to model 
Run model until the 
model is statistically 
significant 
Interpretation of results 
Final conclusions and 
preparation for pre-
sentation 
Time 
1 Week 
1 Week 
2-3 Weeks 
1 Week 
2 Weeks 
1 Week 
2 Weeks 
Total time required 10-11 Weeks 
NOTE: These time requirements are 
the actual time that this project took. 
ures take into consideration unfores een 
always accompany this type of project. 
equals a forty hour work week. 
Quantifiable Variables 
based on 
These fig-
delays which 
One week 
In determining what quantifiable variables should be 
used, constant attention was paid to their availability 
(which will be discussed in the "Data Availability" section). 
By examining other growth models and asking the questions, 
what indicators change when growth changes? or what causes 
growth? the following group of variables were selected. 
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TABLE II-3 
QUANTIFIABLE VARIABLES INITIALLY CHOSEN 
1. Number of privately owned housing units authorized 
by permit 
2. School enrollment by residence for grades K-12 
3. Cost of local educational agencies 
4. Cost of public safety 
5. Municipal crime rate 
6. Equalized tax rate 
7. Percent of residential property tax collected to 
the total tax collected 
8. Cost of housing 
9. Per capita income 
10. Conventional mortgage rate 
As will be seen in the "Data Availability" section, 
this list of ten variables was refined to six independent 
variables and one dependent variable. 
The purpose of this model is to evaluate the implemen-
tation of different forms of growth strategies, and there-
fore, one of these variables must represent growth. The 
variable representing growth is the number of new privately 
owned housing units authorized by permit. This variable 
will be the dependent variable, while all other are the in-
dependent variables. 
Variables Under Control of Planner 
The only variable that could be considered as under 
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the control of the planner is the measure of growth, which 
is the number of new building permits. However, the plan-
ner' a control begins and ends with zoning and subdivision 
approval, after that stage he is not in control. The plan-
ner may control the total number of residential units, but 
he cannot control when they will be ready for inhabitance. 
The planner can control growth through a number of 
techniques. The most common techniques are moratoriums, 
downzoning, batching of development applications, interim 
zoning, timing and phasing strategies and developer exac-
tions. 3 
A moratorium is when the town decides that it will no 
longer be able to provide essential services to its resi-
dents if the number of residents increase. Moratoriums are 
only legal if the health, safety, and welfare of the pres-
ent residents would be placed in jeopardy if a moratorium 
was not instituted. One example would be that the capacity 
of the local sewage treatment plant had been reached. There-
fore, now new housing would be allowed until the capacity 
was increased, or satisfactory individual septic systems 
could be installed. 
Downzoning is when land is rezoned to a less intensive 
use. This growth control method only works if the present 
use of the land is less than or equal to the intensity of 
use perscribed in the newly downzoned district. 
Interim zoning is used quite frequently. It is when 
a town realizes that it needs to make a formal growth pol-
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icy and set up measures to implement them, but needs time 
to create and adopt such a plan. By setting up interim 
zones, which only last for a specified amount of time, it 
makes it easy to rezone when the formal growth policies 
have been adopted. 
Batching development applications helps the planner 
establish when the bulk of the new housing will be ready 
for inhabitance. Therefore, the planner is controlling 
when the growth will occur. 
Timing and phasing strategies are very similiar to 
batching. The major difference is that timing and phasing 
splits up a single development and establishes when the 
units ·will be ready to live in, where batching combines 
many development projects together so that all the units 
can be controlled as to when people can move in. 
Finally, developer exactions are dedications of land to 
the town for park or schools or for other public facilities. 
This method provides the town with land needed to provide 
local services to those new residents. 
Aggregation 
Aggregation is the process by which information is as-
sembled together so that different types of information may 
be compared. The common base that was chosen is time in 
years. Therefore, all data had to be aggregated into an-
nual form. 
• ,J • • . • • • • 
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If the information was available by month then the mean 
was taken as the annual figure. If there were just a few 
(less than three) data points missing then a simple linear 
interpolation was performed, otherwise they were left blank. 
(All missing data will be statistically interpolated inter-
nally by the regression program in SPSS.) 
In the more general sense, all data should be disaggre-
gated for each municipality, unless a variable that specifi-
cally is not describing its locality can be applied. An ex-
ample of this special situation would be when a regional or 
national mortgage rate is used because the specific rate is 
not available, yet this is still a good indicator because 
the actual rate in its locality may only be slightly differ-
ent. 
Time 
The concept of time is similiar to the process of ag-
gregation. All of the data will be presented in a "time 
series" format. A time series shows all of the data for one 
study (or one municipality) listed according to some segment 
of time. As specified in the aggregation section, the time 
segment will be one year. 
Theories 
(Hypothesis) 
The hypothesis of this study is: when a municipality 
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changes its growth policy, an impact will occur on the 
amount of personal property taxes, housing costs, provisions 
of public services, and the percent of taxes collected from 
the residential sector. 
As an illustration, when a municipality implements a 
nongrowth or limited growth strategy then personal property 
taxes will increase. This is thought to be true because the 
cost of current servi ces will probably continue to rise. 
Since no new residents will move in to help defray these in-
creased costs, the current residents will have to absorb the 
higher costs in the form of higher taxes. However, this will 
not be the case if new industrial and commercial activities 
are allowed in the municipality. But, for this analysis, 
these factors are generally considered exogenous. 
The cost of housing is expected to rise over the cur-
rent rate of appreciation. This is because the supply of 
housing is now limited, while the demand is less limited. 
This statement assumes that the area is a desirable place 
to live. 
The provision of public services, such as police and 
fire protection, road maintenance, and quality of education 
are expected to decline. This is due to the similiar argu-
ment as explained above, which is that the costs of current 
services will continue to rise, yet there will only be a 
limited increase in the number of people who could cover 
the increased costs. 
As for the percent of taxes received from the residen-
18 
tial sector, it is expected to rise unless there is an in-
crease in industrial and commercial activities. However, 
this scenario is unlikely. An effort to increase industrial 
activity could create more jobs which in turn could mean a 
demand to build more housing. When a locality decides to 
limit growth then the market itself will limit the growth of 
commercial activities. Therefore, the contention that the 
percent of residential tax.es will rise seems firm. 
Techniques 
Using residential growth rate (determined by the num-
ber of new private building permits that were issued for 
each year) as the dependent variable, a regression analysis 
will be performed using the remaining variables as independ-
ent variables (for a final list of the variables see the 
"Data Availability" section). The adjustment of data and 
variables in order to show an acceptable linear correlation 
between the independent variables and the dependent variable 
is the next step. (A complete procedural description can 
be found in the "Statistical Analysis" section of the User's 
Manual chapter). 
By definition the calculated coefficients (Bi) in equa-
tion (1) of each of the independent variables (Xi) in the 
regression explain how that independent affects the depend-
ent variable (Y). 
(1) 
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As presented in equation (2), the assessed valuation 
of residential property (ASSESSVA) affects the number of 
new residential building permits (BUILDPER) by a factor of 
+ 0.514 and the public safety expenditures (SAFETYEX) affect 
on building permits is - 0.1266. 
BUILDPER = 0.514(ASSESSVA) - 0.162(SCHLENOL) 
+ 0.044(SCHOOLEX) + 0.254(SCHLDEBT) 
- 0.126(SAFETYEX) + 428.9 (2) 
These regression coefficients show the effects of each 
independent variable impacting together on new building per-
mits. 
At this point, most regression models evolve into fore-
casting models. They extrapolate future values for each of 
the independent variables, then insert those predicted val-
ues into the regression equation and predict a new depend-
ent variable. 
The major underlying assumption with traditional fore-
casting procedure is that each of the future calculated 
independent variables will continue to behave in a similiar 
fashion as its past history indicates. This, however, is 
not the behavior of the independent variables in this study. 
Specifically, the past history is consistant, but the future 
independent variable value cannot be determined by tradi- ·· 
tional methods. This is due to the current day dynamics of 
the economy, and thus: is ·reflected in the growth indicators 
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that are identified for this study. Given this present 
state of change, the planner may only be able to predict on 
a one year interval. Planners must be in close communica-
tion with the local agencies responsible for the policies 
and decisions that will affect these variables. For example, 
the planner must keep in communication with the tax assessor, 
(so that a "valid value" for next years tax assessment will 
be used in the model). The planner must be aware of any 
new assessment policies, such as a reassessment or a new 
mill rate. All of these policies will directly affect the 
amount of tax collected (which is an independent variable) 
and indirectly affects the growth in the residential sector 
(as described in the regression equation). 
Data Availability 
While developing a new theory or testing a hypothesis 
an important aspect is "thinking the problem through," and 
determining the pitfalls and its limitations. But, the 
most significant step in the success of designing a model is 
the availability of data. If one can locate data which is 
already aggregated which meets the needs of the model it 
will substantially establish its validity. 
Lack of available data has been a major constraint 
throughout this study. The most recurring availability 
problem is that the data needed, such as housing cost~ are 
a·ailable in highly aggregated forms, for example, listed by 
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state, region, county or Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Area (SMSA) instead of locality. A similiar problem was the 
actual publishing of material. Many state and federal agen-
cies collect local information but they do not publish for 
each separate locality, instead it is pooled with other 
similiar localities. 
However, if an agency collects data, usually a back cat-
alog is kept on microfilm or microfiche. This information 
can be requested by a simple phone call to the appropriate 
agency. T~.e following discussion will review the process 
and problems which led to the list shown in table II-4 of 
Actual Quantifiable Variables Used, along with their source. 
The number of new privately owned housing units that 
were authorized by local building permits still remains the 
surrogate indicator for residential growth. The best source 
for the building permits is the annual Construction Reports, 
C-40 Series, Table 4, from the Bureau of the Census. It 
should be pointed out that the government publication cata-
logs have changed three times in the past thirty years. If 
there are still problems in locating complete information, 
the Census Bureau staff for the Construction Reports are 
available to research the needed information. 
The public school enrollment, the net residential ex-
penditures for schools as well as the debt service payments 
for schools are available either in the local budgets or in 
a state report by the Department of Education. The title of 
such a report in Rhode Island is the Statistical Tables pub-
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lished by the Rhode Island Department of Education, Division 
of Research and Planning. 
TABLE II-4 
ACTUAL QUANTIFIABLE VARIABLES USED WITH THEIR SOURCE 
1. New privately owned housing units authorized by 
permit--Construction Reports, Bureau of the Cen-
sus 
2. Public school enrollment for local educational 
agencies by residence for grades K-12--Statis-
tical Tables, R.I. Department of Education 
3. Net residential expenditures for local educa-
tional agencies--Statistical Tables, R.I. 
Department of Education 
4. Total debt service payments for local educa-
tional agencies--Statistical Tables, R.I. 
Department of Education 
5. Municipal expenditures for public safety--
Annual State Report on Local Government 
Finances and Tax Equalization, R.I. Depart-
ment of Community Affairs 
6. Full Assessed valuation contributed by the 
residential sector--Annual State Report on 
Local Government Finances and Tax Equaliza-
tion, R.I. Department of Community Affairs 
7. Annual mean of monthly convential mortgage 
rates--New England Economic Indicators, 
Federal Reserve Bank ·Boston 
Originally, there was an effort to collect data on all 
school age children, (public, parochial, and independent). 
The reason that nonpublic enrollments were discontinued was 
that these enrollments were not broken down by residence 
prior to 1965. Also, there were no records of nonpublic 
school expenses to compare with the enrollment. The debt 
service payments for schools were added, since it would show 
the total municipal expense for local education. Also, if 
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one were to track the debt payments one could determine when 
new school or additions were made, thus showing an increase 
of residential growth. 
Municipal expenditures for public safety were used to 
indicate the commitment the local government had toward ser-
ving and protecting its residents. This data may be found 
in the local operating budgets, or in an annual report on 
local government finances. 
The report in Rhode Island is titled the Annual State 
Report on Local Government Finances and Tax Equalization, 
compiled by the Rhode Island Department of Community Affairs. 
The local crime index was identified to be used, but a 
lack of complete information and a revised definition of the 
index prevented its use. This information is often avail-
able through the local or state police department. But, in 
Rhode Island, uniform crime reporting only began in 1970. 
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), collected infor-
mation on crime indices for its annual Uniform Crime Report. 
The full title of the report is Crime in the United States. 
This report is not useful for this model because most muni-
cipal indices are aggregated together and not listed separ-
ately. The FBI does have a ten year back catalog of all of 
the crime indices that were reported, available on microfilm. 
This information is available by phone. 
The information on the cost of housing is only avail-
able by state or listed by locality every ten years in the 
United States Census of Population and Housing. It was de-
cided to use the full assessed valuation of personal prop-
erty that was contributed by the residential sector instead. 
This also replaced the initial variable of equalized tax 
rate. These figures are available in the local operating 
budget or a state report on local finances. In Rhode Island, 
such a report is the Annual State Report on Local Government 
Finances and Tax Equalization published by the Rhode Island 
Department of Community Affairs. Careful attention must be 
paid to the valuation data. For instance, the 1979 annual 
report lists the land valuation for 1977 tax roll, which was 
based on the market value of the land in 1976. It is impor-
tant to read the footnotes so that one can determine the ac-
tual market values. In order to determine the amount of 
personal property valuation that is contributed by the res-
idential sector, a simple multiplication is made to the full 
assessed value as explained in equation (3). 
Full Assessed Valuation Contributed by Residen-
tial Sector = Full Assessed Value x Percent of 
Taxes Collected from the Residential Sector (3) 
The conventional mortgage rates that were used in this 
study are a mean of the twelve monthly rates collected for 
Boston, Massachusetts. The reason that Boston was chosen 
was that it was the only nearby city with the most complete 
data back to 1970 that was available. Between 1960 and 1969, 
a national average had to be used. More specific information 
is available at the Federal Reserve Banks. The Federal Re-
serve Bank in Boston needs special approval to release such 
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information, because it necessitates a special computer run. 
Otherwise, in the New England area, the New England Economic 
Indicators, which began in 1969, contain area conventional 
mortgage rates which are published by the Federal Reserve 
Bank in Boston. 
The last variable that was deleted due to a lack of in-
formation and inappropriate aggregation is per capita income. 
The problem with per capita income is that it is taken from 
the United States Census of Population and Housing, which is 
updated each decade, therefore, it cannot be used as an an-
nual indicator. 
This discussion concludes that data availability is 
the major factor in model design and a critical element in 
testing the model. 
Methods of Calibration and Testing 
Calibration will be done by the use of the statistical 
test of significance for the following statistics: F for 
the entire regression equation, F for each independent var-
iable which tests the ratio of the explained variance over 
the unexplained variance, therefore the higher the F statis-
tic, the better the regression equation. The Durbin-Watson 
statistic will also use the test of significance. This sta-
tistic checks for autocorrelation which is the case when 
each residual (the difference between the actual dependent 
variable and the calculated dependent variable) is related 
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by some arithmetic function. In simpler terms, the resid-
uals are related, which can cause inappropriate results. 
This happens when the regression equation is not linear, but 
a polynomial (quadratic, cubic, qua~ti c, etc .) or, when an 
additional and important independent variable is missing. 
The optimum Durbin-Watson statistic has a value of 2.0. 
The other general statistics which help to calibrate 
the model are the correlation coefficient "r" and the coef-
ficient of determination "r2". By maximizing these coeffi-
cients, one will yield the best regression equation, while 
the standard error of the estimate should be minimized . 
The testing prodedure is as follows: 
1. run the SPSS regression subprogram with all of the 
independent variables. 
2. note all of the pertinent statistics 
3. locate the lowest F statistic for the variable in 
the equation. Then remove that variable from the 
regression equation. 
4. run the SPSS regression subprogram 
5. repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the F statistic for 
this entire regression equation is maximized while 
the standard error is minimized and Durbin-Watson 
statistic is close to a ratio of 2.0. After run-
ning all combinations of independent variables, if 
not one of the regression results is acceptable 
statistically, then the model does not apply. 
6. In order to determine the best regression equation, 
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one should insert variables that have been previously 
removed to form new combinations of variables which 
have not yet been tried. 
Summary 
By answering the questions set up by A. G. Wilson (see 
table II-1), as presented above, the major steps and proce-
dures have been identified and explained. 
A few key points should be remembered. One is that 
one's hypothesis may not always be proven true. Another 
key point is the limitations that the availability of data 
can have on the development of a model. Finally, one must 
realize that the final model must make logical sense in 
terms of the affects that the independent variables have 
toward the dependent variable. 
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CHAPTER III 
User's Manual 
Assumptions 
The basic assumptions behind this study are: {l) new 
housing building permits are an indication of the localities' 
residential growth; (2) public school enrollment, public 
school expenditures, public school debt service payments, 
full assessed value of residential property and conventional 
mortgage rates are related in a linear fashion to the local-
ities' residential growth. 
These assumptions structure the list of factors (vari-
ables) which determine the number of new building permits 
issued for the next year. 
This determination is accomplished through a multiple 
regression analysis. The regression coefficients show the 
actual magnitude and direction of influence that each sig-
nificant independent variable has toward the dependent vari-
able (new building permits). 
The goal of this study is not to determine a general 
equation that applies to all localities. Instead, it at-
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tempts to set up a general procedure for local planning 
agencies to produce their own specific and unique growth 
equation. The independent variables that were chosen ini-
tially are by no means exhaustive, (this will be discussed 
in the "Limitations" section of this chapter) but are a 
representative list which represent a starting point for 
most agencies. 
All previous discµssions have focused on the residen-
tial growth of a locality. Residential growth infers an in-
crease in the number of housing units and people living in 
the area. The reason that growth is discussed, is that it 
is assumed that nongrowth is a reaction to over growth. 
When growth is understood and numerically explained, then 
one can begin to understand and explain nongrowth. 
Application 
The development of this model included the objective of 
creating a replicable model which applies to any locality in 
the United States. It is limited to the United States since 
other nations have different tax structures and educational 
systems. 
The use of this model on a broader scale than originally 
developed for is also possible. A regional or state model 
could be developed because more data of a higher quality is 
available at that level of aggregation. However, the inter-
pretation of such a model becomes very complicated. For 
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example, if one major town in a region changed its property 
tax policy in such a way as to increase the full assessed 
value of that property, this may result in a dramatic in-
crease in the predicted growth. The problem is in de t er-
mining where the actual growth will occur, and where policy 
changes result in predicted growth (which may not be actual 
growth). 
This model can be used when a locality has a need to 
determine what will be the realized growth of the next year 
and in broader terms, what the major indications are of that 
growth. This study was set up to specifically evaluate the 
influences of nongrowth planning strategies through the as-
sessment of indirect change of certain growth indicators. 
This study looks at the projected growth indicators and the 
independent variables for one year ahead and applies them 
to the growth equation which results in a predicted growth 
for the next year. The determination of the values of the 
growth indicator must consider all of the communities' growth 
and/or nongrowth policies that will influence these indica-
tors. The actions of nongrowth policies are thus reflected 
in the growth equation in an indirect but meaningful manner. 
Uses of Model 
When a locality decides to compare the differences in 
building permits resulting from present gr owth pol i ci es 
with the results of future nongrowth policies, it must fol-
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low these procedures: (1) determine the present and future 
values of all significant growth indicators; (2) run a re-
gression equation with these values which determine a pre-
dicted nwnber of new building permits to be issued; (3) re-
place the future value of the significant growth indicator 
with values that will result when nongrowth policies will be 
in effect; (4) make a second run of the regression equation 
using the new future data; (5) compare the two different 
predicted amounts of new building permits. 
This model was developed for the use of any locality 
who wished to develop its own growth equation. Nonetheless, 
there are some limitations which will be discussed in the 
next section. 
Limitations 
In the development of a general concept applied to spe-
cific locations, unique cases which do not fit the stated 
asswnptions exist. 
A case in point is when the majority of the independent 
variables do not explain the dependent variable. This can 
be recognized when all of the F statistics for each individ-
ual independent variable are insignificant, (test of signif-
icance is described in the "Statistical Analysis" section of 
this chapter) as well as the F statistic for the entire equa-
tion. It is important to try all possible combinations of 
variables before making such a determination. 
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This model is currently limited to a maximum of six 
independent variables. This limitation is the result of the 
decision to only use data which is widely available to most 
planners. At the same time the data must represent appro-
priate indicators of residential growth. 
Implicit in this model is that the model does not di-
rectly evaluate the effects of nongrowth policies. All of 
the nongrowth effects are done outside the model and the 
resulting variable changes are entered into the model. 
This is because the three cases in this study have insti-
tuted some informal nongrowth policies within the last year. 
For example, North Kingstown has instituted interim zoning, 
until revised and formal growth policies can be developed. 
Alternative Method 
If the situation exists where a locality has instituted 
a formal growth policy at least five to six years prior to 
a nongrowth study, then a different evaluation method may 
be used. This would entail the use of a "dummy variable" 
in the regression equation. The steps for the alternative 
method are as follows: (1) A value of one (1) would be 
used for each year that the limited growth policy was in 
effect for the dummy variable; (2) For all the years that 
it was not in effect, a value of zero (0) should be used; 
(3) Subsequent to this the same procedure listed in the 
"Technique" section of chapter II should be followed; 
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(4) Test the significance of the dununy variable by using its 
F statistic, if it is significant then the regression coef-
ficient (B) will explain how it affects the residential 
growth of an area. 
It is very important to realize that there must be a 
sufficient number of years prior to the actual testing. (A 
good rule would be a minimum of one quarter of the entire 
study period). 
Findings 
This study finds that the methods described in the 
"Technique" section of chapter II can produce a specific 
growth equation for a locality. 
South Kingstown 
South Kingstown, Rhode Island used the greatest number of 
independent variables in its equation. The new residential 
building permits were described positively by the full as-
sessed evaluation of residential property, the public school 
expenditures, and the public school debt service payments. 
Negative indications came from public school enrollment and 
public safety expense (see table A-7, page 3). The actual 
equation for South Kingstown is shown in equation (1). 
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BUILDPER = 0.514(ASSESSVA) 0.162(SCHLENOL) 
+ 0.047(SCHOOLEX) + 0.254(SCHLDEBT) 
- 0.126(SAFETYEX) + 428.9 (1) 
The only problem statistically is whether to use pub-
lic school debt service payments. The minimum F statistic 
for debt service should be at least 1.761 (df=l4, =0.05) 
(see table A-11) but the actual F statistic is 1.273. An-
other run was made dropping debt service from the equation. 
However, this lowered the F statistic for the entire equa-
tion from 9.785 to 7.081, so debt payments were reinserted 
into the regression equation. The Durbin-Watson statistic 
is also an acceptable value of 2.028 . (see table A-12) 
North Kingstown 
North Kingstown, Rhode Island has the highest F statis-
tic for the entire equation, which is 17.045. But only half 
of the independent variables were found to be significant. 
Nonetheless, those that were significant were so to a very 
high degree. 
The only questionable statistic in the case of North 
Kingstown is the test for autocorrelation.using the Durbin-
Watson statistic. This statistic has a value, in North 
Kingstown's case, of 1.286. According to table A-12, (n=l6, 
k=3) this statistic should be above the upper limit which 
is 1.73. Instead, it is between the upper (1.73) and the 
lower (0.86) values which mean that the test is inconclusive 
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(see graph in table A-12). There may be some nonlinear ex-
pression that will explain the relationship between the de-
pendent variable and independent variables in a better faSh-
ion. The actual equation used for North Kingstown is 
shown below in equation (2) and table A-8, page 3. 
BUILDPER = -l.208(ASSESSVA) - 0.017(SCHOOLEX) 
+0.302(SCHLDEBT) + 228.90 (2) 
Jamestown 
The Town of Jamestown, Rhode Island is a case where 
the model did not apply. The F statistic for the entire 
equation was only 2.283 instead of being greater than 3.59 
(df =2, df2=17) in table A-11. This means that more of the 
varience of the entire equation is left unexplained than 
explained, therefore, the equation is not valid. 
The unapplicability of this case is explained in the 
"Limitations" section of this chapter, which is that the 
independent variables increased annually while the new res-
idential permits (dependent variable) remained constant, 
around a mean of 42. Simply, the independent variables did 
not explain the dependent variable. 
Summary 
In summary, all three different towns showed different 
levels of reliability in using the model presented in this 
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study. It should also be noted that although some variables 
were contained in two different town models, none were con-
tained in all three. Further, these common variables affect-
ed the dependent variable in entirely different manners. 
For example, in South Kingstown, the assessed valuation af-
fected the new building permit by -1.207, while in North 
Kingstown the factor is +0.514, and in Jamestown it was in-
significant. 
From this one can conclude that the concept of deter-
mining a locality's future growth due to specific policies 
by the methods presented in this study is valid. However, 
each locality must modify the general equation and determine 
its own separate and unique equation and reasoning to jus-
tify the use of each variable. 
E.xplaination of Algorithm 
An algorithm is a procedure in order to solve a prob-
lem in a finite amount of steps. The algorithm for this 
model is expressed in graphic forms as a system flow chart 
as seen in table III-1. 
The first step is to read in the annual data for a 
specified study period. Then this data is used as input to 
the SPSS regression subprogram. The regression analysis is 
broken down into six major steps which are listed on the 
right of table III-1. The method of "least squares" is 
used to determine the regression coefficients. 
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TABLE III-1 
SIMULATION OF A CHANGE IN A TOWN'S GROWTH POLICY 
SYSTEM FLOW CHART 
START 
READ 
INPUT 
REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS 
EVALUATE 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIEN 
(Bi) 
MODEL 
DOES 
NOT 
APPLY 
END 
,---
1 
I 
I 
I 
_ _J 
--, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L Y:Es_ 
EGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
Y LEAST 
SQUARES 
y = 
RESIDENTIAL 
GROWTH 
CHEC~ 
, r, r , & 
STAT IS 
REMOVE 
LEAST 
IGNIFICANT 
VARIABLE 
YES 
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The regression equation, which explains residential 
growth is then printed out. A good check of the listed sta-
tistics must be performed after each run. If the statistics 
are acceptable then the regression segment of the algorithm 
is complete. If there are insignificant variables still re-
maining in the equation, then the least significant variable 
should be removed and new coefficients should be calculated. 
This process should be repeated until an acceptable equation 
is created or all combinations of variables have been tried, 
in which case the model does not apply. 
Once the regression analysis is completed, the coef-
ficients must be evaluated. If the equation is accepted as 
a means to approximate the next years' residential growth, 
then the algorithm ends, and final conclusions can be made. 
However, if the model does not apply, then it must be deter-
mined, whether it was incorrect data or whether the model 
cannot explain those sets of circumstances that have led to 
that specific localities' growth (or nongrowth). 
Input Data 
The data that is used for input for this study is lis-
ted in tables A-1 through A-6, in the appendix. It is lis-
ted there by subject heading, however, to be used by SPSS 
regression it must be by locality. The format for the SPSS 
input data is described in the SPSS User's Manual1 in chap-
ter four. An example of the final outcome is listed in 
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table A-7, page 1. 
All input data should be at the same level of aggrega-
tion and time sequence. This means that each run must rep-
resent one specific locality and should be all annual, or 
monthly, or some other convient time period that all data 
is available. (Statistically, it is better if the smallest 
amount of time could be used). 
Missing Data 
If there is missing data the following guides should 
be used. If one or two non-contiguous data points are mis-
sing a simple linear interpolation is allowed. If more than 
two data points are missing, then leave them blank. The 
SPSS regression package will assign appropriate values con-
sistant with the available data. However, it will not use 
any data from the same time period as the missing data when 
calculating all of its statistics. 
All other details should follow the examples listed in 
the appendix (see tables A-7 through A-9). For an explana-
tion, see the "Regression Subprogram" chapter in the ~ 
Manual. 2 
How to Run the Program 
Once the data and the input format are set up, the 
program must be run. Appendix F3 in the SPSS Manual has a 
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good description of the basic steps to run any SPSS package, 
however, most computer facilities have modified and simpli-
fied these procedures. Therefore, the first step would be 
to check with the user service group at the computer instal-
lation where you will be performing the SPSS runs. Remember 
that almost every installation has different procedures for 
the same packages. 
What To Look For in the Output 
The signals to look for first are error messages. 
These messages may not be very helpful or lead you to the 
cause of the problem, therefore one should consult an SPSS 
expert. 
The next area of difficulty is in the statistical in-
terpretation, to determine what is significant and what is 
not. This will be discussed in the next section. 
The rest of what to look for is rather simple. First, 
make sure that what has been set up as the SPSS program is 
actually what the computer read. Incorrect information in 
the SPSS program may greatly misinterpret your data. It 
cannot be emphasized enough how important it is to make sure 
that one's input data is being read from the correct colwnns 
and that the decimal place (if any) is also correctly locat-
ed. 
If a statistic has a value of all nines (9999.99), then 
it could not be calculated. This is a signal to the user 
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that there is a mistake and one should rerun the input data 
and the input format. 
Statistical Analysis 
In order to understand the following discussion, one 
must be familiar with basic statistical concepts, such as 
hypothesis testing, in particular, the test of significance4 
and regression analysis. 
The first statistic listed (see table A-7, page 2) is 
the correlation coefficient r. This e-xplains how well the 
independent variables are correlated to the dependent vari-
able. It has a value between zero and one, one being per-
f ectly correlated. 
The coefficient of determination, r 2 , measures the ratio 
of the explained sum of squares to the total sum of squares. 
It indicates the proportion of the total variation in vari-
able Y (dependent variable) that is explained by its linear 
relationship with X (independent variable). I~ also has 
values between zero and one. 
In SPSS, the regression coefficients are labeled as B. 
The significance test for B is by evaluating the F ratio. 
By using the F value (see table A-7, page 2) with degrees 
of freedom in the numerator (df1 ) called regression degrees 
of freedom and degrees of freedom in the denominator (df 2) 
called residual degrees of freedom, one can locate the mini-
mum value of the F ratio. Compare this table value to the 
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calculated, if the calculated is equal or greater than the 
coefficient B is significant. Note, if there are less than 
thirty data points than the table value should be located in 
the student's T-table (see table A-10). 
The other important statistic for this model is the 
Durbin-Watson statistic. This statistic checks the rela-
tionship of the residuals. A plot of the standardized re-
siduals is located in table A-7, page 5). 
(~) 
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TABLE III-2 
RESIDUAL PATTERNS 
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If, for example, all of the residuals were clustered in a 
linear pattern like (c) in table III-2 above, then this 
would indicate a linear relationship between residuals and 
the variable on the horizontal axis. Other patterns which 
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may occur are shown in (b) and (d). Pattern (a) shows rela-
tive freedom from abnormalities, when this occurs the Durbin-
Watson has a value close to 2.0. For acceptable values, use 
table A-12. 
If the Durbin-Watson statistic is at an unacceptable 
level, then the assumption of a linear relationship between 
the independent and dependent variables is false. Complete 
treatment of residual analysis is provided by N. Draper and 
H. Smith (1966)5. The previous discussion of the residual 
analysis was condensed from the SPSS Manua16 • 
How To Use the Results 
This final section will summarize how to take the re-
gression equation and apply it to a growth or nongrowth pol-
icy analysis. 
As explained in the "Application" section of this chap-
ter, the input of the regression equation reflects all 
growth or nongrowth policies in effect during the study 
period. Therefore, most of the analysis of the policy 
changes will already have been performed. This model will 
take all changes into account and then calculate a result-
ing indicator of residential growth (new residential build-
ing permits). 
When evaluating the regression coefficients, one should 
take interest in the sign of each coefficient. Using North 
Kingstown for example, (see equation 3) the coefficients for 
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assessed valuation is -1.207. This means that when there 
is an increase in the assessed valuation of residential prop-
erty in North Kingstown the number of new residential build-
ing permits will decrease by 1.207 times the total new dol-
lar amount of assessed valuation. An increased in public 
school debt service payments, will result in an increase in 
the number of new building permits by 0.302 times the new 
debt service payment. 
As a last note, valid predictions are only for one year 
ahead. This is due to the large fluctuation in the different 
political and economic arenas of today. If there are any 
major changes that affect one's independent variables, 
whether used or not, a new model must be run. 
Summary 
The ability for small and mid-size planning agencies 
to help evaluate the results of limited or nongrowth pol-
icies in a simple fashion has been the goal behind this 
study. 
The goal has been reached through the use of the model 
developed in this study. In a period of ten to eleven weeks 
a planner should be able to collect six different growth in-
dicators, set up the model, run the regression, and evaluate 
the output. 
The important limitations of this study are the prob-
lems with data availability and aggregation, and whether 
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the chosen indicators do indeed have a linear relation to 
the locality's growth. .Another important point is that the 
input data {the independent variables) must reflect any 
changes in growth policies. This model will not calculate 
the changes occuring for each growth indicator, but will 
only evaluate the effect that each growth indicator has 
towards growth when taken together. 
Finally, after developing a statistically acceptable 
growth model, one must be confident that the model makes 
logical sense. This is because many variables can be re-
lated, but this does not me·an that one can predict the other. 
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TABLE A-1 
NEW PRIVATELY o qNEL HO USING UNITS AUTHO RIZED BY PERMIT 
Muni cipality 
Year Jamestown North Kingstown South Kingstown 
1960 35 102 83 
1961 28 153 74 
1962 27 139 88 
196a 31 156 92 
196 34 238 139 
1965 42 245 106 
1966 33 182 75 
1967 29 198 69 
1968 80 160 124 
1969 36 163 7J 
1970 35 197 9J 
1971 42 346 159 
1972 84 200 236 
197J 69 102 181 
197 31 88 126 
1975 28 81 . 190 
1976 39 108 265 
1977 36 371 115 
1978 59b 316 262a 
1979 32 282 409 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, Construction Reports, C - 40 Series, Table No. 4 . 
aActual figure not available, therefore a linear 
interpolation was made. 
bOnly nine (9) months of data was collected, there-
fore the actual figure of 24 new permits was adjusted for 
twelve months, thus yielding 32 new permits for the year. 
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TABLE A-2 
PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLl'JIENT FOR LO CAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY BY 
RESIDENCE 
Year 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
Jamestown 
449 
431 
409 
445 
447 
445 
470 
446 
466 
473 
531 
533 
529 
551 
527 
529 
523 
509 
498 
447 
Municipality 
North Kingstown 
3;387 
J, ?36 
3,900 
3,999 
4,423 
4,561 
5,010 
5,394 
5,642 
6 ,157 
6 ,483 
7 ,475 
7;734 
7;985 
6~696 
5,734 
5 ,221 
5 ,206 
5,240 
5,145 
South Kingstown 
2,378 
2 ,J38 
2 ,430 
2,557 
2,612 
2,747 
2,806 
2,929 
2 ,964 
2,974 
2,970 
J,084 
J .080 
2,977 
3 .011 
3 .080 
2· ,909 
2,840 
2· ~809 
2.,781 
SOURCE: State of Rhode Island Department of Education, 
Di vtsi.op. __ of Re~earch and Planning, Statistical Tables. 
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TABLE A-3 
NET RESIDENTIAL EXPENDITURES FOR LOCAL EDU CATIONAL AGENCIES 
(Money Amounts in Thousands of Dollars) 
Municipality 
Year Jamestown North Kingstown South Kingstown 
1960 197 1,147 687 
1961 · 212 1,284 794 
1962 · 233 1,451 841 
1963 261 1, 68 3 967 
1964 281 L855 1,080 
1965 
- 257 1,984 1,244 
1966 324 2,247 1,417 
1967 312 2,684 1,662 
1968 356 3,075 1,887 
1969 381 3,739 2,270 
1970 446 4 ,388 2,476 
1971 549 5,045 2,686 
1972 635 5,851 3,078 
1973 727 6,696 3,523 
1974 763 6,869 J,767 
1975 848 6,756 4,329 
1976 888 6,665 4,888 
1977 1,00J 7,373 5i.361 
1978 1,092 7,829 5,803 
1979 1,153 8,612 6,486 
SOURCE: State of Rhode Island Department of Education, 
Division of Research and Planning, Statistical Tables. 
NOTE: Residential Expenditures is the cost to run the 
Local Educational Agencies after all non-resident tuition 
and expenses have been removed. State and Federal contrib-
utions are included. 
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TABLE A-4 
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS FOR LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES 
(rroney Amounts in Thousands of Dollars) 
Iiiunicipali ty 
Year Jamestown North Kingstown South Kingstown 
1960 . . . . . . . . . 
1961 . . . . . . . . . 
1962 . . . . • . . . . 
196~ 2J 259 97 196 23 251 113 
1965 22 253 241 
1966 22 248 237 
1967 21 356 233 
1968 21 364 233 
1969 20 344 228 
1970 20 329 223 
1971 19 990 219 
1972 27 962 164 
1973 39 934 160 
1974 75 897 156 
1975 67 864 127 
1976 55 832 124 
1977 52 805 205 
1978 51 773 417 
1979 50 687 405 
SOURCE: State of Rhode Island Department of Education, 
Division of Research and Planning, Statistical Tables. 
NOTE: Total Debt Service Payments = Principal Payments 
+ Interest Payments. State reimbursements have been re-
moved. 
Year 
196oa 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979a 
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TABLE A-5 
MUNICIPAL EXFENDITURZS FOR PUBLIC SAFETY 
(Money Amounts in Thousands of Dollars) 
Municipality 
Jamestown North Kingstown South Kingstown 
37 154 95 
42 191 117 
47 247 140 
50 265 138 
52 280 174 
58 J12 190 
59 394 212 
66 396 218 
80 462 245 
94 557 275 
107 623 318 
1J1 677 J89 
1a7 807 433 1 8 861 463 
174 1,039 513 
200 1,196 653 
206 1,288 769 
·233 1,424 814 
248 1.559 898 
269 1,695 963 
SOURCE: State of Rhode Island Department of Community 
Affairs, Annual State Report on Local Government Finances 
and Tax Equalization . 
aActual figures were not available, therefore a linear 
interpolation was made. 
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TABLE A-6 
FULL ASSESSED VALUATION CO NTRIBUTED BY RESIDENTIAL CLASS 
(Money Amounts in Millions of Dollars) 
i\11unicipality 
Year Jamestown North Kingstown South Kingstown 
1960 13.9 28.4 23.5 
1961 15.5 46.6 43. 7 
1962 15.5 47.2 43. 5 . 
1963 16.2 51. 8 43. 8 
1964 17.3 64.9 45.9 
1965 18.7 61. 7 50.5 
1966 20.9 69.0 54.9 
1967 22.2 81. 7 60.9 
1968 23.9 87.5 73.0 
1969 26.3 104.8 88.3 
1970 Jl. 9 118.3 99.1 
1971 35.8 128.1 114.4 
1972 52. 3 164.5 130.7 
1973a 71.5 188.7 164. 5 
1974 76.0 216.2 187.8 
1975 82.1 245.6 201.0 
1976 87.7 2 o.4 240.4 
1977 • . . . . . . . . 
1978 • . . . . . . . • 
1979 • . . . . . . . . 
SOURCE: State of Rhode Island Department of Community 
Affairs, Annual State Report on Local Government Finances 
ahd Tax Equalization. 
NOTE: Full Assessed Valuation by Residential Class is 
the percent of Total Tax on Real and Tangible Property 
Contributed by Residential Class applied to the Full 
Assessed Value. The Full Assessed Value is based on the 
previous year's market value. 
a1973's data was adjusted in the 1976 Annual Report. 
5PSS BITCH S1ST!ll 
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TABLE A-7 
SOUTH KINGSTOWN 
0•/29180 
SPSS POP OS/360,. •ERS"[OI ff,, flEL!lS! 9. O, OCT0811t 15, 1?'79 
OE1ADLT SPAC! ll.LOCATIOW •• ALLOIS row.. 102 TUWSPOWftUIOWS 
WO!KSPAC! 71680 OtTP.S •09 RF.COO! HLO!S + LAG H RUBLES 
1611 Ir/Cllt!POT! OP!HTIOWS TRU5PAC! 1·02•0 BTUS 
TU tnnT POlftlT 
IT PRnUO!S POI 
1 P.OW Uft! 
2 PIL! Uft! 
J unaeLB LIST 
" S f&P LAl!LS 
6 
1 
d 
9 
10 
11 
12 IWPUT 8!01011 
13 UPOT POPftlT 
ftOLTIPL! B!GUSSIOW ROW FOR ftOIICIPAL GnOITR 
ftOIICI PAL G ROITft soon •HGSTOIW 
80ItDPP!ft, SCBLZllOL,. SCROOt.!%,, SCHLDl9T ,SAP!?Tr.f, 
kSSZSStl ,,B'llTAG!,, t!&R 
ftOILDPEW R?I PRIUT~ llOOSlWC OUT P!PftlTS/ 
SCHLUOL PUBLIC scnOOL EIBOLLftl!IT M Rl'!llOF.JC!I 
SCHOOLBI RET ft!SID!ITUL !IP!ROJl'OP?S POR SCHOOLS/ 
SCBLD!BT TOTH D!DT SUUC! PAJftUTS roa SCHOOLS/ 
SA1'!T1!1 ftUIICJPAL !IP!IOITOP!S POI PUOLIC SlrtTY/ 
lSSEssn PULL ASSESSED ULUlTIOW 8t RZSID!RTiaL/ 
!!OWTAG! CORf!WTilL ftOITlG! RAT!S/ 
CARD 
Ptl!D (5 (21. r•. O) , 2r ,,r•. '· 21,. r•. 2,, 21,, r•. OJ 
ACCfJROIWG TO 10UI lHOT POHRT. URlllL?S UI TO B! P. no lS POLLOIS 
UIIULI 
BOILDP!I 
SCHt!WOL 
SCHOOL El 
SCRLO!BT 
SAP£TtBI 
ASSlSSU 
llO'RTACI 
TERP 
FOR ft RT 
, .. 0 , .. 0 
r .. 0 , .. 0 
r .. 0 
r .. 1 , .. 2 , .. 0 
neon COLO US 
J- 6 
9- 12 
15- 18 
21- 2' 
27- JO 
JJ- 36 
J9- •2 
•5- •8 
11onozs row 8 fUtillU.~S. 8 IILL !!: R!AD 
1 B!COUS ('Cl!llS 'I PU CUS. l ftUlftUft or -~ 'COLURRS' U! ns!O 01 • R•CORO. 
1• PR!!T PORftRT 
15 ~ or CUBS 
SOlLDPER TO SAP!TlU (0). ASS!SSU 111 ,ftOATAr.P. (21. t!H (DI 
20 
16 UI ODTPOT RWIT9 ,, 
19 
19 
20 
21 
22 
1'!Glt~SSIOll 
\IPTIOWS 
STlTlSTICS 
TARilBLES•BtJtLDPf! R,SCRt.l'!IOL,SCHOOLl'!l, Sr:'Rl.l>UT ,s arr.TT!!!, 
ASS?SSU 
R!r.P.!SSIOW•BOIL1>Pll IITR SCRLZROL TO &SS!SSU(21 
l!!SJO•O 
8 
RrnR!SSIOI PROBL!R R!QU!PES 960 BYUS IOPltSP AC!, JOT UICLODIWG P!StDOat.s ••••• 
23 RP.AO IIPOT DATA 
l!OLTIPLB R!GR!SSlfJI POW POI ftOWICIPRL CllOHR 0• 129/90 
PIL! ft!IW!CIPA (CR!ATIOR DAT! • 0'1291801 
PAGP. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " U t T t P t 1 l?!!'JR~Ssto•············· YlP!~Bt.!ltS? 
~!rUD!ltT URtUtl •• BOILOP!ll 11:1 PUYIT!! RODSI IC lllIT PPl8tTS 
UUULE(S) !IT!R!D 01 ST!P IOH!I 1 •• 
ftULTtPLP R 
P SQO&I! 
ADJOST!D R SQOAR! 
STUOUD ERROR 
o. 88117 
o. 77152 
0.69906 
•e. 19U'I 
usissn 
SCHl:!WOL 
SCROOL!X 
SC:RLDPeT 
SArfttU 
Plll.L US!SS!O ULOATIO• 81 nsroeRttlL 
PUBLIC S CDOOL !UOLLft twT Bf R !SJ DY.WC! 
UT HSIDUTIAL !IPUDITOR!S POI SCHOOLS 
TOTAL Dr.BT SEUIC! P•tft!ITS POI SCROllLS 
HOWIC:IPAL EJP!IDITOft!S POI POBLIC SAP!Tf 
U•L 1515 or URIAllC! 
•!f':i1'!SSIOI 
or 
s. 1•. 
SOR or SQOAR!S 
11l65•.051l5 
32520. 99965 RP.~IDOU 
R!U SQOlR• 
227JO, 81021 
2322. 92131 
•tt.F?SS!DI LIST 
, 
•. 785U 
----------------- fARtllL!S IW TR! !QOlTIOR ---·-------------- ------------- YUIULH ROT IR TffP. !QOATIOW ---------·----
HRIA8L! 
lSSESSU O.S1 .. 961 
SC9l?WOL -0. 162U11 
SCBOOLU o. '1372920-01 
SCHLD!IT o. 25 .. 700 
SArnnr -0.126S913 
(CORST lllTl •2A. 9275 
!!!TA STD 
o. J9996 
-o. -37•5 
0.9820 
n. 32703 
-~. 37629 
!RIO! 9 
o. 3•097 
o.1098J 
0.01066 
0.22556 
o. 059•2 
, 
2. 277 
2.tn 
19.16• 
1. 213 
.. '6l 
HULTIPLI R!GUSSIO• eu• roa ROUCIPlL GBOVTB 
PILZ BOtICIPl 1nnTlOI OITP. • 00/29180! GIOITB SOUTR KUGSTOH 
HRtAIL! P•PTIAL T'Ot.!1Uf'IC: 
••••••••••• nnLTIPLI I E G P ! 5 5 I 0 I • • • • • • • • • • • • • "~PTlBL'! LIS!. 
R!GRrSSJOI LIST 
O!P!ROUT HIIlBLE. • BOILOPta W!V PRIHT! HOOSUG UIIT P!RNIT! 
SUftft&B1 ~lBLE 
UJUBL! ROLTIPI.! I I SQOUI RSQ CHUG! SlBPL! I 8!? l 
lSS!SSU POl.L lSS!SS?D ULUlTIOI Bf BESI~UTllL O. 122T1 0.01091 o. 01'91 0.12211 o. S1 .. 961 o. l•996 
SCBL?IOL PU!UC SCROC'L !IROLlft!IT et ft!SIO!IC! o. 29'25 o. 08658 o. 01167 0.28770 -o. 162 .. 71 -o . •31'5 
SCHOOL~! UT IEStD!ITllL ?XPUDITU8!S POil SClln'lLS o. 808•0 o. 65351 O,H69J 0.19539 o. '1372?20-01 0 . 982•9 
;i;cHtr.'!BT TOTAL O!BT snnct HU!RTS POI SCROOLS 0.8h059 o. 70660 o . 05J08 0.521'2 o. 25 .. 700 o . J2701 
SlF!T1U RORICIPAL !XP!IDITOHS POI PlllLIC SlP!Tt o. 8~177 o. 77752 o. c10•2 
"· 25898 -o. 1265913 -o. 37628 (<:OWSTAIT) "28, 9275 
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TABLE A-7 (CONTINUED) 
flOLTIPL! B!GR!SSIOll ROii POI ftUlllIC:F&L GROITfl 0•/29/RO PAGE 
FILE BONICIPI (<:RElTlO~ DIT! • D•/29/80) GIOWTH SOOTR ll:IW~STOV• 
. . . . . . fl U L T I P L ! I ! G R ! S S t O N • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DEP!llDEtl'!' fllil&LE: DDILDP£R rem~ f&iIABL! LIST 
BP.Ge!SSlOI LIST 
. 
0 85 ?1,!D PP!DlCTeD PLOT or STA•o••Dtz!n RfSIDllH 
St QKUtl BUILD PER BUlLDP!I R!SIDUU -2. 0 -1.0 o. 0 1. 0 2. 0 
1 83. 00000 75. 23805 7.761941 I• 
2 7'.00000 9• . 41264 ·20. •126• . ! 
3 88. 00000 78. 67'55 9. 320-tl !i I • 
• 92.00000 89.108d7 2. 091118 5 139. 0000 86.12210 52. 87788 
6 106.0000 10•. 67•3 1.12569'1 • 7 75. 00000 101. 9463 - 26.90632 ! 
8 6'.00000 90, 88126 -25. 88126 I 
9 120. 0000 102. 6620 21. J)803 r • 
10 73.00000 121.9830 -•8. 98300 J 
11 93. 00000 131. H2• -38.23239 I 
12 159.0000 110. 5271 38. 47231 I 
13 236.0000 128. 5681 107.43 19 I 
1• 181.0000 219. 7625 -J8. 76253 I 
15 126. 0000 189.6315 -63. 63152 t 
16 190.0000 18•. 2985 5,701501 t• 
17 265.0000 236. 9689 28. 03107 r 
18 115.0000 170. 6651 -ss. 66510 r 
19 262. 0000 231.9537 22. 04622 I . 
20 .09.0000 397.'832 21.51666 t • 
DURBIM-VATSOI TEST OP P.!SIDUU DtrUR!ICBS COllPlR!D !T ClSE OIO!I (S!QIUKI. 
va.rutr LIST 1, R?Glr5SIOI tIST 1. DOR 811- VATSOK T!ST 2. 02811 
"ULTIPL! IEGP!SSIOK 8UI POI KUllCIPlL GROITff 0'129/80 Pl GE 
FILE 8UIIC1Pl (C!!lTIOI DITZ • 0\/29/801 GROWTH SOOTH IIIGSTOIW 
..... PLOT: STUDUDIUD RESIDUlL (DOH! -- P!!DtCT!D STllDlRDTZ!D Df.P!IDP.WT TIPil"1. ! (lCPOSSl • • • • • • • 
oneKO!IT fllllBL?: BUUDP!R UPIIHZ LIST 
HGR!SSJOI LIST 
-2.0 
- 1. 0 o. 0 1.0 t.O 
. rr•--------•---------•-----·--· +------·--+xr. 
2. 0 • 
1.0 • 
I 
l 
t 
l 
t 
t 
r 
t 
l 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
t 
I 
r 
I 
T 
• I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
t 
t 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
t 
I 
t 
t 
I 
T 
I 
t 
t 
I 
• I 
t 
-o. 0 ............. -----------·-··---!----------------------. 
t t l 
l I I 
l l I 
I • l I 
J t I 
I r l 
I t t 
t r I 
r t I 
_,. 0 • I 
t t I 
J t r 
t r r 
J t I 
I I t 
I I J 
t t r 
r T r 
r l r 
- 2. 0 • t 
I l 
t t 
. rt•------ - -- •--------·•---------•----·-----•rt. 
-2.0 -1,0 0.0 l.O 2 .0 
ROWS.COLUftlS t: 9~t.ors OOTSJO! (-l.0,3.1')) tlOt15,CC J.O rtNS I : flLU!!; !M (-1.0,- 2 . 0S \ ntlt (2 .0.:; ,,).0l 
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TABLE A-8 
NORTH KINGSTOWN 
5PS!i £\TCR SJ~ER 
o•n91eo 
srss POR OS/)6 0 , 7!111Sl('I" n, R!L!ASE e.o .. QCTf'ft!k ,~,, 1Q"J9 
DHlOLT SPlCJ: ALLOClTIOI •• lLLOIS FOR.. 102 TROSP<'AftlTIO•• 
•o~~~HCE 71680 8JT!S ll09 "'COO! fAtors • LAG TARIUIL!S 
16•1 Ir/COftPUTI OPr.UTJOWS TRUSPAC! 1"12•0 BtT?S 
TRZ IRPU"I' PORRIT 
I T PROYtD!S FOlt 
• 
RO• W lft! 
PIL! wan 
fUilBLB LtST 
5 flB LUZLS 
6 
7 
a 
q 
10 
11 
12 TOOT ft!DIOR 
lJ IWPOT PORftlT 
BOLTieU RtGR?SStO• RU. FOR •o•rctPAL GR011Tft 
ROIICIPlL GIO•TR JOftTR ~UGSTOIJ 
BOitDPrlt, SCft't!!IOL ,SCHOOL'P.l ,SCRLD!et , s l7!TT!I, 
assrss•a,no•tAG!,f!I~ 
90ILDPEI RU PWtHT! ROUSiftG ll•tT PERftITS/ 
SCRt!ftOL PU!LIC SCllOOL !SROLLft!IT n R!SIDEWI'.:?/ 
~CROOLU WPT RP.SID!ftTilL !JP!ftOI!~!?S TOR •CROOLS/ 
SCRLDZBT TOTAL DP!T sznrc? Pl'"?'!S FOR SCHOOLS/ 
SlrETlU ftOWICIPAL ?trP.ftDITORr.S FOR PUDLlC SIPP.TT/ 
lSSF.SSfl PULL lSSTSSED ULOlTIOI DI USID!ftTUL/ 
IWRTlGB COUU"l'llL ROA"!' AGZ RATP.5/ 
CARD 
Pil?t> (5 (21, P•. Ot ,21, P'•, 1,21 ,F•. 2 ,2t, F•. Of 
lCC~RDI!HJ TO TOO nenT PORftH, HRtULP.5 lR! TO BP. R!lO as POLLC'IS 
URllBL! TOUAT R!COU COLO ft IS 
BUILOP!R 
SCftlHOL 
SCB~OLEr 
::cuLogar 
SlPFTTZI 
A~SESSU 
ftORTlGZ 
nu 
, .. 
r .. 
, .. 
, .. , .. 
, .. 
, .. 
, .. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
3- 6 
9- 12 
15- 18 
21- 2• 
27- JO 
ll- 36 
39- •2 
•S- 08 
PROf!OZS FOR 8 flPIABL!S. 8 IILL R! RUD 
1 Hcoaos ('CARDS•J PU CAS!. a ftl1Ift0" or 08 'COLOfU3 ' lR! OSED ~II' • RP!CORO. 
BOILDPER TO SlP?'fT!l(Ol, asszs~u (11,ftOGT•r.r.171. no 101 
iu 
,. 
15 
16 
P~J!f! POW~lT 
I OP CASES 
RAI OUTPUT OWIT9 
17 R!GltSSIOll 
18 
19 
20 
21 OPTJOH 
22 :TlTI~TlCS 
Y ARI ABL!S•BUILDPP.R. SCfK"Ot!l.SCHLDf.l!T • 
Asstss•a 
RZGUSSIOl•BOILDP!ll l!TR SCROOLEI TO asszssn (2) 
Jl!SID•O 
8 
••••• A!GIUSIOI PRnlt.!fl AEQOIP.ES 512 PTT!S IORJtSPlC!. ROT !1'Ct.Ott1'h RMStnu•L~ ••••• 
ROLTTPLE IEGllSSJOI ROI POI RUIICJPlL GROITB 
FIL! ftOIICIPl (CHlTIOI DITE • o•nq/llOl GIOITft IO!T8 UIGSTUVW 
•••••••••••••••••• IUL?lPt! l!G8!SSIOI • • • • • • • • • • • • • 'l!IABL! LIST 
DBP!IOEIT fllIABL! •• 8UlLDH11 WP.I PAI UTE llOOSUG OIIT P!UITS 
'1PIABLZ(S) UTU!D 01 STEP WUUER 1 •• 
RUlTIPLE 
R SQOllE 
I OJ UST ED I SQUU ! 
STllDllD El80R 
o. 8717• 
0.16168 
o. 71699 
•5.38030 
ISSESSfl 
SCIOOLFI 
SCBLDUT 
POLL ISS1.SSZD HLUlTJOI Rt R'-SIDCWTllL 
UT P!SIDEMTUL UPZRDITOP!S POR SCHOOi..~ 
TO'l'IL DEBT SUfIC! PlTUITS POP S CHOOLS 
11 lL ?SIS 0 P YlRJUC! 
P.!Gl!SStOI 
IUlDOlL 
DP 
J. 
16. 
SOR OP SQOU!S 
105308. 60 HJ 
329'9. 9•667 
ft!°' SQOUI! 
)5102. 86178 
2059. 37167 
REGR!SSlOI LIS? 
----------------- YllllBLIS JI TH! !QOlTIOI ---•---------·---- UlllBL!S HOT IW THI !QOITIOI --------------
HltlBL! HTl STD 11101 8 flP.lUL& B!Tl ti PUTYlL TOL!IUC! , 
l S SESSH -1. 207712 -1.01612 0.176~0 '6.878 
>CHOOL!I -o. 169,6670-01 -o. 503'3 o. 00956 J. 160 
SCUtHBT 0.302•2'7 1.2•179 O.OTJ75 15. 130 
(l'.:OWSTllTI 2~8. 9017 
ALL YllIULltS UI H TH! !QOITIOI 
ftllLTIP!.E !tlGRES SIOW SUI POR i'tUllI': I Pat. GR08~!i 
f 1 t Z i1UN ICI PA ( CB !lTlU " DATE • 0•129 / 13,0l i.ff\l V":'H !fO M'!' H Kl th;ST O'llf 
• • • • • • ft U L T I P L P I ! G R ~ S S 0 If • • • • • • • • • • • • • Yl:P I ! ! L! L!ST 
IH~ PE llJ'l e MT VARI Af'L E • • B1JJ LO P£P. NE V PRIY&TE flO USUIG UNTT PE RftfTS RECPESS TO !C L! ~t' 
SUl'HUfl't TA P L! 
'o" lB l. ARL! ftULTIPL! R fl $ Q!J AP !'! P:SQ CHAKG E si l'lPLE R ec: r A 
/rlSSeSS fl FOLL ASSESSF D V At. Ul T J~N 8 Y P. tstnf.!jTfAL o . 5 7•6 2 n . JJ0 18 0 . ]]0 18 
- o. !·7llt> 2 
- 1. 2 ~7712 • t , OHt. 1i :;i: HOO LE J :-IET ~lStD £M 't l AL EI P !NP JTUPES FO!! Sf' H"OI S o. 7 J2.! 4 O. $J6J2 o . 201\ 1• o . 2 5 11~ 
- 0 . 16 9 % 670- 0 1 
- o. ':> 1J ) 'f ) ~t: fl LO!t!T TOTAL OP.ST S!'! RY tC ! PA ff• !M'l'S r'O ft SC' ROQ LS 0, 872 1• O. 76 , ,..R ~ . 22 5'6 o. ]. 1261 o. )(\ 2t1 2t& 7 1. , . 17 9 f('O tfS'!"AHT1 
:! 2 R. 9017 
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TABLE A-8 (CONTINUED) 
ftt:LTtt'LE RtGR!SS!OM RU" fO R l'HHtlCtPAl GROWTH p 'I~ P! 
f t :. E "UOICIPl (CRP.lTION DlTP • 00/29/801 CBOVTH NORTH lr.:t ~GSTOVN 
" 0 L T J P L , R ! C F SSlON •••••••• •• ••••••••••••• 
Ol=:PE NO~MT VARI A8L £: BUILDPP.!t FP fJft YlRlABL! Ll S'T 
ffEGPES SION LIST 
08S£Rtt0 PRfDlCTf.O rLOT OP ST AM f'l -' 'HHZP.O H <; TOU AL 
SF. QMUft OUTJ.DP!A l' l1TLf'IPE1t R!STOOlL -2 . 0 - I . 0 o. 0 I. 0 2.0 
102.0000 175. I 058 -l J . 105 8 2 
15 J. 0000 I SO. 7q59 2.2 0•111 
139.0COO 101. 2327 -8.232713 •r 
" 
156. 0000 216. 0617 ·6 0 .0611'2 l 
5 238 .0000 19•. 891 I •J. 10 2• 1 I 
6 2•s .. ooon W1. 11•2 ., . 82516 l 
1 182. 0000 182. J752 -o. 3752385 
8 198. 0000 192.2708 5. 72?1•7 I • 
9 160. 0000 181. 0395 -21. 039•6 . ! 
!O 16 3 . 0000 1•2. 8107 20. 18925 I . 
11 191. 0000 110. 9386 86.06139 l 
12 l•~. 0000 ,87.8381 58. 16168 I 
11 200. 000 0 22 1. 7082 -21.1 0818 r ,. 102.0000 169. 6500 -67. 65002 I 
15 86. 00000 122. 3062 ·H.JD6U ! 
lo 81. 00000 90. 8 1601 -9. 815989 •I 
17 108.0000 17.0a080 JD. 95923 I 
18 371.0000 3•7. 0369 23. 96289 I 
19 316.0000 329. 6089 • 13. 6090• • [ 20 282.0000 290. 2920 -8. 292119 •1 
OUIBIM·VATSOI UST or BESIOQIL Oll'PUl!,C'l!S COllPAREO et CASE oun (5l!OMURI. 
Y&IIllLll LI~T 1, l!GP.l!:;SI09t LIST 1. DOI !IIM-VATSOI !!ST 1. 28618 
ftOLTIPU R!GHSSIOI ROI POI !UIICIPlL G80WTft UV29/80 PAG'I! 
PIL& HIIClPl (CHATIOI OlTB • oenq1eo1 
• • • • PLOT: STUDUDIZ!D RESIDUAL (OOH) ·- PR'l!DICTZD STUDAIDIZED Dl!PEl~l!IT VARIABLE (ACIOSSI • • • • • • • 
OIPUDEIT fHillLI: BUILDPll UUUU UST 
8!GM'!!SSIOI LIST 
-2.0 -1. 0 o.o 1.0 2.0 
. Tl+---------•----· ----•--·-------•---------• 11'. 
t I t 
1 I I 
2 . 0 + I + 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
1.0 • l 
I I 
I I 
I • I 
I• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-0 . 0 •------------···-•·--•I----------------·----• 
I I I 
I •1 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
[ I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I • I I 
-1.0 + I • 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
-2. 0 • I 
t I 
t I 
• t I•---------+---------+- .......... ·--+---------+ 11. 
-2.0 -1.0 o.o 1.0 2.0 
BO VS, ('OLOtUS l: •aLU!S onsror: (·l . O.l.Ol RO WS, COLUfUIS X: YALlltS 11 (• 3.0"·2.0 5 ) Olt C2.05, l .O) 
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TABLE A-9 
JAMESTOWN 
~PSS Pntt 05/.160, •~RSIOll ft, R!L?.AS! A.O, OC'TO~!I' 1Cj, 1979 
D!PAOLT SPlC! ALLOCAT!Olf •• ULO•S row.. 102 TPUsrn,UTIONS 
•O•RSPACI! 71680 BtT!S 009 RECODE ULDl!S + UC URilULtS 
1601 IP/COftl'UTE OPERAT1085 T085PACI! 10240 Bt't!S 
T H3 INPUT FOPUT 
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TABLE A-9 (CONTINUED) 
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TABLE A-10 
Student's t-Distribution 
Entries in the table are critical values of t 
for which area in tail of the distribution is a. 
Number Value of a 
of Degrees 
of Freedom 0.25 0.10 0.050 0.025 
1 1.000 3.078 6.314 12.706 
2 0.816 1.886 2.920 4.303 
3 0.765 1.638 2.353 3.182 
4 0.741 1.533 2.132 2.776 
5 0.727 1.476 2.015 2.571 
6 0.718 1.440 1.943 2.447 
7 0.711 1.415 1.895 2.365 
8 0.706 1.397 1.860 2.306 
9 0.703 1.383 1.833 2.262 
10 0.700 1.372 1.812 2.228 
11 0.697 1.363 1.796 2.201 
12 0.695 1.356 1.782 2.179 
13 0.694 1.350 1.771 2.160 
14 0.692 1.345 1.761 2.145 
15 0.691 1.341 1.753 2.131 
16 0.690 1.337 1.746 2.120 
17 0.689 1.333 1.740 2.110 
18 0.688 1.330 1.734 2.101 
19 0.688 1.328 1.729 2.093 
20 0.687 1.325 1.725 2.086 
21 0.688 1.323 1.721 2.080 
22 0.686 1.321 1.717 2.074 
23 0.685 1.319 1.714 2.06!l 
24 0 .685 1.318 1.711 2.064 
25 0.684 1.316 1.708 2.060 
26 0.684 1.315 1.706 2.056 
27 0.684 1.314 1.703 2.052 
28 0.683 1.313 1.701 2.048 
29 0.683 1.311 1.699 2.045 
30 0.683 1.310 1.697 2.042 
c:o 0.674 1.282 1.645 1.960 
0 
0.010 0.005 
31 .821 63.657 
6.965 9.925 
4.541 5.841 
3.747 4.604 
3.365 4.032 
3.143 3.707 
2.998 3.499 
2.896 3.355 
2.821 3.250 
2.764 3.169 
2.718 3.106 
2.681 3.055 
2.650 3.012 
2.624 2.977 
2.602 2.947 
2.583 2.921 
2.567 2.898 
2.552 2.878 
2.539 2.861 
2.528 2.845 
2.518 2.831 
2.508 2.819 
2.500 2.807 
2.492 2.797 
2.485 2.787 
2.479 2.779 
2.473 2.771 
2.467 2.762 
2.462 2.756 
2.457 2.750 
2.326 2.576 
Source: Adapled from R. A. Fisher. Stalistical Mefhods foT R.-rch Workers, 15th ed. (N-York: Hainer. 
1970), Table IV, . ·- • 
:;:: ....... - -· --- -
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TABLE A-11 
Fiv. percentage points of the F distribution 
Degrees of 
freedom for 
denominator, 
df2 1 2 
Degrees of freedom for numerator. df 1 
3 4 5 6 7 
Part I 
8 9 
1 161 .45 199.50 215.71 224.58 230. 16 233.99 236.77 238.88 240.54 
2 18.51 19.00 19. 16 19.25 19.30 19.33 19.35 19.37 19.38 
3 10. 13 9.55 9 .28 9 . 12 9 .01 8.94 8 .89 8.85 8.81 
4 . 7. 71 6.94 6.59 6.39 6.26 6. 16 6 .09 6.04 6.00 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
40 
50 
120 
GO 
6 .61 5.79 
5.99 5. 14 
5.59 4 .74 
5.32 4.46 
5. 12 4 .26' 
4 .96 4 . 10 
4 .84 3.98 
4.75 3.89 
4 .67 3.81 
4.60 3.74 
4.54 3.68 
4.49 3 .63 
4.45 3 .59 
4.41 3.55 
4.38 3.52 
4.35 3.49 
4.32 3.47 
4.30 3.44 
4.28 3.42 
4.26 3 .40 
1 .24 3.39 
4.23 3.37 
4 .21 3.35 
4 .20 3.34 
4. 18 3.33 
4 . 17 3.32 
4.08 3 .23 
4.00 3. 15 
3.92 3.07 
3.84 3.00 
5.41 5. 19 
4.76 4.53 
4.35 4 .1 2 
4 .07 3 .84 
3.86 3 .63 
3.71 3.48 
3.59 3 .36 
3.49 3.26 
3.41 3 . 18 
3.34 3.11 
3.29 3 .06 
3.24 3.01 
3.20 2.96 
3.1 6 2.93 
3.13 2.90 
3.10 2.87 
3.07 ·2.84 
3.05 2.82 
3.03 2.80 
3 .01 2 .78 
2 .99 2.76 
2.98 2 .74 
2.96 2.73 
2.95 2 .71 
2.93 2 .70 
2.92 2 .69 
2.84 2.61 
2.76 2.53 
2.68 2.45 
2.60 2.37 
5.05 
4 .39 
3 .97 
3.69 
3.48 
3 .33 
3.20 
3. 11 
3.03 
2.96 
2.90 
2.85 
2.81 
2.77 
2.74 
2.71 
2.68 
2.66 
2.64 
2.62 
2.60 
2.59 
2.57 
2.56 
2.55 
2.53 
2.45 
2.37 
2.29 
2.21 
4.95 
4 .28 
3.87 
3.58 
3 .37 
3.22 
3.09 
3.00 
2.92 
2.85 
2.79 
2.74 
2.70 
2.66 
2 .63 
2.60 
2.57 
2.55 
2.53 
2.51 
2.49 
2.47 
2.46 
2.45 
2.43 
2.42 
2.34 
2 .25 
2. 17 
2. 10 
4 .88 4 .82 
4.21 4 .15 
3.79 3.73 
3 .50 3.44 
3.29 . 3.23 
3.14 3 .07 
3.01 2 .95 
2.91 2.85 
2.83 2. 77 
2.76 2.70 
2. 71 2.64 
2.66 2.59 
2.61 2.55 
2.58 2.51 
2.54 2.48 
2.51 2.45 
2.49 2.42 
2.46 2.40 
2.44 2.37 
2.42 2 .36 
2.40 2.34 
2.39 2 .32 
2.37 2.31 
2.36 2.29 
2.35 2.28 
2.33 2.27 
2.25 2 . 18 
2. 17 2. 10 
2.09 2.02 
2.01 1.94 
4 .77 
4. 10 
3.68 
3.39 
3. 18 
3.02 
2.90 
2.80 
2.71 
2.65 
2.59 
2.54 
2.49 
2.46 
2.42 
2.39 
2.37 
2.34 
2.32 
2.30 
2 .28 
2.27 
2.25 
2.24 
2.22 
2.21 
2 . 12 
2.04 
1.96 
1.88 
I 
' . 
I_ 
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TABLE A-11 (CONTINUED) 
Five percentage points of the F distribution (continued) 
Degrees of freedom for the numerator, df 1 
10 12 15 20 24 30 40 60 120 
Part II 
Degrees of 
freedom for 
denominator 
co df2 
241 .88 243.91 245.95 248.01 249.05 250.10 251.14 252.20 253.25 254.31 1 
19.40 19.41 19.43 19.45 19.45 19.46 19.47 19.48 19.49 19.50 2 
8.79 8.74 8.70 8.66 8.64 8.62 8.59 8.57 8.55 8.53 3 
5.96 5.91 5.86 5.80 5. 77 5. 75 5. 72 5.69 5.66 5.63 4 
4. 74 4.68 4.62 4.56 4.53 4.50 4.46 4.43 4.40 4.36 5 
4.06 4.00 3.94 3.87 3.84 3.81 3.77 3.74 3.70 3.67 6 
3.64 3.57 3.51 3.44 3.41 3.38 3.34 3.30 3.27 3.23 7 
3.35 3.28 3.22 3. 15 3. 12 3.08 3.04 3.01 2.97 2.93 8 
3. 14 3 .07 3.01 ·· 2 .94 2.90 2.86 2.83 2.79 2.75 2.71 9 
2.98 2.91 2.85 
2.85 2. 79 2. 72 
2. 75 2.69 2.62 
2.67 2.60 2.53 
2.60 2.53 2.46 
2.77 2.74 
2.65 2.61 
2.54 2.51 
2.46 2.42 
2.39 2.35 
2.54 
2.49 
2.46 
2.41 
2.38 
2.35 
2.32 
2.30 
2.27 
2.25 
2.24 
2.22 
2.20 
2.19 
2.18 
2.48 
2.42 
2.38 
2.34 
2.31 
2.28 
2.25 
2.23 
2.20 
2.18 
2.16 
2.15 
2.13 
2.12 
2.10 
2.40 2.33 2.29 
2.35 2.28 2.24 
2.31 2.23 2.19 
2.27 2.19 2.15 
2.23 2. 16 2. 11 
2.20 2. 12 2.08 
2.18 2. 10 2.05 
2. 15 2.07 2.03 
2. 13 2.05 2.01 
2.11 2.03 1.98 
2.09 2.01 1.96 
2.07 1.99 1.95 
2.06 1.97 1.93 
2.04 1.96 1.91 
2.03 1.94 1.90 
2.70 
2.57 
2.47 
2.38 
2.31 
2.25 
2.19 
2.15 
2.11 
2.07 
2.04 
2.01 
1.98 
1.96 
1.94 
1.92 
1.90 
1.88 
1.87 
1.85 
2.66 2.62 
2.53 2.49 
2.43 2.38 
2.34 2.30 
2.21 2.22 
2.20 
2.15 
2.10 
2.06 
2.03 
1.99 
1.96 
1.94 
1.91 
1.89 
1.87 
1.85 
1.84 
1.82 
1.81 
2.16 
2.11 
2.06 
2.02 
1.98 
1.95 
1.92 
1.89 
t.86 
1.84 
1.82 
1.80 
1.79 
1.77 
1.75 
2.58 
2.45 
2.34 
2.25 
2.18 
2.11 
2.06 
2.01 
1.97 
1.93 
1.90 
1.87 
1.84 
1.81 
1.79 
1.77 
1.75 
1.73 
1.71 
1.70 
2.54 
2.40 
2.30 
2.21 
2.13 
2.07 
2.01 
1.96 
1.92 
1.88 
1.84 
1.81 
1.78 
1.76 
1.73 
1. 71 
1.69 
1.67 
1.65 
1.64 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
2. 16 2.09 2.01 1.93 1.89 1.84 1. 79 1. 74 1.68 1.62 30 
2.08 2.00 1.92 1.84 1.79 1.74 1.69 1.64 1.58 1.51 40 
1.99 1.92 1.84· 1.75 1.70 1.65 1.59 1.53 1.47 1.39 60 
1.91 1.83 1.75 1.66 1.61 1.55 1.50 1.43 1.35 1.25 120 
1.83 1.75 1.67 1.57 1.52 1.46 1.39 1.32 1.22 1.00 co 
Adapted from E. S. Pearson and H. 0. Hartley, Biometrika Tables for Statisticians. Volume II. New 
Yortt: Cambridge University Press, 178. 1972. 
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TABLE A-12 
· Durbin-Watson Statistic 
i (e, - 8t- ,)2 
d=-2 ___ _ 
±e,2 
l 
Entries in the table are approximations to the 
critical value of d tor which area in lower tail 
is 0.05. Area to left of dL is not more than 
0.05; area to left of du is at least 0.05. 
Number of k=-1 k=2 k=3 
Observations 
(n) dL du dL du dL du 
15 1.08 1.36 0.95 1.54 0.82 1.75 
115 1.10 1.37 0.98 1.54 0.86 1.73 
17 1.13 1.38 1.02 1.54 0.90 1.71 
18 1.16 1.39 1.05 1.53 0.93 1.69 
19 1.18 1.-40 1.08 1.53 0.97 1.68 
20 1.20 1.41 1.10 1.54 1.00 1.68 
21 1.22 1.42 1.13 1.54 1.03 1.67 
22 1.24 1.43 1.15 1.54 1.05 1.66 
23 1.26 1.« 1.17 1.54 1.08 1.66 
24 1.27 1.45 1.19 1.55 1.10 1.66 
25 1.29 1.45 1.21 1.55 1.12 1.66 
30 1.35 1.49 1.28 1.57 1.21 1.65 
35 1.40 1.52 1.34 1.58 1.28 1.65 
40 1.« 1.54 1.39 1.60 1.34 1.66 
50 1.50 1.59 1.46 1.63 1.42 1.67 
60 1.55 1.62 1.51 1.65 1.48 1.69 
70 1.58 1.64 1.55 1.61- 1.52 1.70 
80 1.61 1.66 1.59 1.69 1.56 1.72 
90 1.63 1.68 1.61 1.70 1.59 1.73 
100 1.65 1.69 1.63 1.72 1.61 1.74 
k=4 k=5 
dL du dL du 
0.69 1.97 0.56 2.21 
0.74 1.93 0.62 2.15 
0.78 1.90 0.67 2.10 
0.82 1.87 0.71 2.06 
0.86 1.85 0.75 2.02 
0.90 1.83 0.79 1.99 
0.93 1.81 0.83 1.96 
0.96 1.80 0.86 1.94 
0.99 1.79 0.90 1.92 
1.01 1.78 0.93 1.90 
1.04 1.n 0.95 1.89 
1.14 1.74 1.07 1.83 
1.22 1.73 1.16 1.80 
1.29 1.72 1.23 1.79 
1.38 1.72 1.34 1.n 
1.44 1.73 1.41 1.n 
1.49 1.74 1.46 1.n 
1.53 1.74 1.51 1.n 
1.57 1.75 1.54 1.78 
1.59 1.76 1.57 1.78 
Sou~: Adapted from J. Durbin and G. S. Wataon, "TestlnQ for S4lrl1t Correlation ;,,. Least Squares 
fllevreeelon," l'JlotMtrll<1, 31(June 1951):173, Table 4. 
Noll: k denot .. the number of Independent variabl .. In the regression. 
de du 
reject accept 
nonautocorrelation nonautocorrelation 
L-- test inconclusive 
Durbin-Watson test: critical value de lies between dL and du. 
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